The antigen-binding T cell factor PCl-F sensitizes mast cells for in vitro release of serotonin. Comparison with monoclonal IgE antibody.
Picryl chloride factor (PC1-F) is an antigen (TNP hapten)-binding T cell factor that initiates PC1 contact sensitivity (CS). PC1-F initiates PC1 CS by mediating an early 2-h skin swelling reaction that is due to local release of the vasoactive amine serotonin (5-HT) by mast cells, and perhaps other 5-HT-containing cells. Experiments were conducted to determine if PC1-F could sensitize normal mast cells in vitro for subsequent release of 3H-5-HT that had been taken up previously. It was found that PC1-F could sensitize mast cells, inasmuch as incubation with PC1-F, followed by washing, resulted in the ability to release 5-HT by challenge with Ag (TNP-bovine serum albumin), or by an anti-factor mAb called 14-30. As with release induced by anti-TNP IgE mAb PC1-F-induced release required phosphatidyl serine. Mast cell sensitization and activation for 5-HT release by PC1-F was not due to contamination of PC1-F with IgE antibody, because IgE (and not PC1-F) was sensitive to reduction and alkylation. Also, affinity columns linked with 14-30 or anti-IgE showed that the mast cell sensitizing and activating property of PC1-F was clearly separate from that of IgE. PC1-F-induced release was not IgE dependent, because mast cells that were acid-stripped and largely depleted of surface IgE, could then be sensitized by PC1-F. In vivo experiments demonstrated that local challenge with 14-30 antibody induced a 2-h ear swelling reaction in actively contact sensitized mice, or adoptive recipients of sensitized cells, and in normal mice that received PC1-F i.v. These findings suggest that in vitro sensitization of mast cells with PC1-F, and subsequent in vitro release of 5-HT induced by challenge with 14-30 antibodies, correlates with the initiation of PC1 CS in vivo. Therefore, in the initiation of CS by PC1-F, mast cells can be one source of 5-HT, to cause the early, vasoactive phase of CS.